Schedule your opportunity to experience this unique and realistic fire training by calling:

Brown Emergency Training Center
brownetc@clevelandcc.edu 704-669-4193
Train Before the Tragedy

If you are in the fire and rescue business, it is very likely that you will experience an aircraft tragedy in your response area. Gaining the understanding of every aspect of aircraft fire and rescue will be invaluable to the members of your department as well as those involved in the incident.

Allow your local Fire and Rescue Departments to train on an actual, mobile 12-passenger aircraft fire and rescue simulator.

The CCC Aircraft Rescue Firefighting Simulator provides the training needed to effectively deal with all aspects of an aircraft incident.

Course Description

Training begins with a classroom session familiarizing students with all aspects of aircraft rescue Firefighting, utilizing modern technology along with the knowledge and experience of our instructors.

Training consists of realistic crash conditions using an actual aircraft. Rescue situations involve fire and smoke as well as the difficulties associated with removal of injured passengers and crew from a downed aircraft.

The Aircraft Rescue Firefighting Simulator can be configured differently providing demonstrations of numerous emergency conditions. Incidents including actual crash conditions, rescue missions, victim extrication, fuel fires, fuel spills, and many other conditions can be simulated for effective training.

The utilization of an actual aircraft provides insight into the structural features, locations of the various components, and the limited interior space to conduct rescue operations.

Schedule your opportunity to experience this unique and realistic fire training by calling:

Brown Emergency Training Center
704-669-4193
brownetc@clevelandcc.edu

This course meets the annual live-burn requirements of FAR 139 and NFPA 405 “Recurring Proficiency of Airport Firefighters”